
UNIT 5
- - - -

Material

- - - - - - - - - สาระการเรียนรู้
1. ชนิดของวสัดุ
2. โลหะผสมหรอือลัลอยด์
3. ค ำคุณศพัทอ์ธบิำยสมบตัขิองวสัดุ
4. ประโยคเพือ่บอกวำ่ท ำจำกวสัดุชนิดใด
5. สะพำนสรำ้งจำกวสัดุอะไร จำกอดตีจนถงึปจัจบุนั
6. กำรแสดงหลกัฐำนกำรเรยีนรูด้ว้ยตนเอง และกำรใช้
เทคโนโลยสีำรสนเทศสบืคน้และฝึกฝนกำรใชภ้ำษำองักฤษ



Activity 1 Starting Up

Practice A Match each material with its description 

1. Ceramic
2. Diamond
3. Fiberglass 
4. Graphite
5. Aluminium

6. Titanium
7. Rubber
8. Silver
9. Nylon
10. Polystyrene

Types of materials

วสัดุทีถ่กูน ำมำใชใ้นงำนอุตสำหกรรมมอียูห่ลำกหลำย แยกไปตำม
ชนิดและสมบตัขิองวสัดุ



Practice B Listen to the CD. Then note and underline the 
stressed syllable.

1. rubber rubber rubber

2. graphite graphite graphite

3. silver silver silver

4. ceramic ceramic ceramic ceramic

5. titanium titanium titanium titanium



Practice C What are these materials used for?

1. Which material is used for making boats?
a. rubber b. silver
c. fiberglass d. ceramic

2. Which material is used for making 
containers that prevent heat loss?

a. graphite b. polystyrene
c. titanium d. aluminium



Practice C What are these materials used for?

3. Which material is often combined with other metals, 
used to make aircraft?

a. silver b. steel
c. polystyrene d. titanium

4. Which material is used for making tires?
a. rubber b. steel
c. bronze d. graphite



Practice C What are these materials used for?

5. Which material is used for making 
pencils and lubricants?

a. graphite b. fiberglass
c. silver d. polystyrene

6. Which material is used for cutting hard things?
a. silver b. rubber
c. diamond d. nylon



What is another spelling of aluminum? You may do some 
research from a dictionary or the internet.

A brick is a small rectangular block used for building walls and houses. 
Which material is used for making bricks? You may do some research 

from books or the internet.

Practice E

Practice D



Activity 2 Listening & Speaking

Practice A Listen to their conversation.



Practice B Write short answers to these questions about the conversation in 
Practice A.

1. What is alloy?

2. What is brass made from?

3. What is bronze made from?

4. Give an example of alloy?

5. Who knew well about alloy?



Activity 3 Vocabulary

Tough strong and not easily broken
Hard difficult to bend, cut or break 
Rigid difficult to bend or move
Light not weighing a lot
Heavy weighing a lot
Soft easy to bend, cut or break
Brittle hard but easily broken
Flexible can be bent easily
Heat-resistant won’t burn or melt with heat
Corrosion-resistant won’t corrode in water



Practice A Listen to the above adjectives and repeat 
after the CD.

Practice B Which adjectives have a similar meaning? Discuss with your 
friends.



Practice C Complete the sentence.

2. Objects made of cast iron are usually_____.
a. rigid b. tough
c. brittle d. flexible

1. Well-known _____ materials include diamond 
and hardened high carbon steels.

a. hard b. flexible
c. heavy d. light



Practice C Complete the sentence.

4. This 100-year-old building is made of a _____ 
steel and concrete structure. 

a. soft b. brittle
c. flexible d. rigid

3. This material is _____ because it does not corrode 
if you put it in water or in the rain.

a. tough b. flexible
c. heat-resistant d. corrosion-resistant



Practice C Complete the sentence.

6. This material is not _____ and can be easily 
damaged by heat.

a. light b. soft
c. heat-resistant d. corrosion-resistant

5. Rubber is a _____ substance.
a. hard b. rigid
c. brittle d. flexible



Activity 4 Language Focus

Made of

Made from

วสัดุไมไ่ดเ้ปลีย่นรปู

This table is made of oak (โต๊ะตวัน้ีท ำจำกไมโ้อ๊ก)

นิยมใชเ้พือ่ถำมถงึวสัดุหลกั

วสัดแุปรเปลีย่นไปในชว่งกระบวนกำรผลติ

นิยมใชเ้พือ่ถำมวสัดุทีใ่ชใ้นชว่งระหวำ่งทีม่กีำรผลติ

Plastic is made from oil. (พลำสตกิถกูผลติมำจำกน ้ำมนั)



Practice A Complete the sentence with made of or made from

1. Paper is _____ trees.
2. This wall is _____ bricks.
3. This shirt is _____ cotton.
4. The keyboard is _____ plastic.
5. Butter is _____ milk.
6. This table is _____ wood.
7. The fence is _____ wire.
8. This shirt is _____ silk.
9. That bumper is _____ plastic.
10. Bread is _____ flour.



Practice B Translate these sentences into the Thai language.

1. Most coins are made of silver or 
a metal of similar appearance.

2. This table is made of stainless steel.

3. This piece of furniture is made of teak.

4. Rubber is made from the juice of a tropical tree.



Activity 5 Reading & Writing

Rubber Stone

Plastic Copper Steel

Wood

Practice B Underline the materials that have been used to build 
bridges.

Practice A Read the passage



Practice C Write true or false about the above passage.

1. Bridge cannot be made of stone.

2. Stone bridges are much stronger 
than wooden bridges.

3. Early bridges were made of steel.

4. Wood is the major material used 
today for building bridges.

5. Many stone bridges built almost 
2,000 years ago by the ancient 
Romans still stand today.



Activity 6 Progress Check & Independent Study

a. ceramic

Check A

What is a soft light plastic used to make containers because this material can prevent heat or cold 
from passing through it?

Check B Which syllable in the word ceramic should you 
stress?

b. aluminium

c. steel d. polystyrene



Check C What is alloy?

Check D Write some adjective that describe the properties of materials.

Check E Underline the words in brackets to complete these 
sentences.

Check F Go back to Activity 5. What were early bridges made of?

Paper is made _____ trees. (from / of)
Brass is made from _____ and zinc. (copper / silver)


